Terms of Reference for Quick Start Measures (QSM)

Support of Nature Protected Areas in the Ukraine”, BMZ No.:2011.6612.3 and 2013.6588.1

ANNEX 4.
Title
Short title

Development of corporate design for the protected areas in Ukraine
Corporate Design for PAs

1. Type of procurement:
Type
of
procurement

Value

Method of procurement
Direct procurement

Less than EUR 5,000
Procurement of
goods, works and
associated
services

Three quotations
Between EUR 5,000 and
EUR 100,000

Above EUR 100.000

Three quotations

x

Local/national competitive
bidding
International competitive
bidding
Direct procurement

Less than EUR 25,000
Three quotations
Procurement of
consulting
services

Between EUR 25,000 and
EUR 100,000

Above EUR 100.000

Three quotations
Local competitive bidding
International competitive
bidding

2. Background
The project “Support to Nature Protection in Ukraine” promotes the conservation of the
country’s outstanding natural richness with a strong focus towards the Carpathian Mountains,
hosting large tracts of natural landscapes including primeval forests and making it a
stronghold for many rare European plant and animal species.
The project is delivered in the framework of the German Financial Cooperation (FC) and
financed by KFW Development Bank. The Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources
(MENR) of Ukraine assumes overall responsibility for the implementation and operation of
the project. AHT GROUP AG (AHT) in association with the WWF International DanubeCarpathian Programme, Frankfurt Zoological Society (FZS), and Ukrainian Society for the
Protection of Birds (USPB) has been awarded the contract by KFW on behalf of MENR to
execute this project as implementation consultant.

The project contributes to the conservation of biodiversity in Ukraine. It aims at improving the
management and conservation work of protected areas in Ukraine. It will provide technical
support but also support to improve the infrastructure of parks (e.g. transport for rangers,
guesthouses, info-centres etc.). It has a geographical focus in the Carpathians: eight project
areas are located in the Carpathian region of Ukraine. The project lifetime is six years.
As a fast and flexible instrument to provide quick and urgently needed support to the target
areas of the project, so called Quick Start Measures (QSM) are applied. The main aim of the
QSMs is to provide urgently needed investments based on rapid needs assessments. Larger
investments or interventions as foreseen in the overall project design require the
development of Local Implementation Plans and more detailed planning of activities. Hence
QSMs have been developed as a measure to speed up the support of protected areas in
order to provide quick assistance to meet conservation goals.
The identification of the QSMs was guided by the following principles:
•
Urgency of investments: QSMs should provide immediate solutions to enable sound
conservation/management activities. It is also a condition that no other source is available to
fund the identified and urgently needed items.
•
Strategic investments: QSMs should be strategic investments into key sectors of the
park’s management priorities. They should support the operations of the central offices, the
work of park rangers, but could also target the needs of local communities. QSMs could also
address strategic priorities at regional level. They should not be used to fund consumables
(e.g. fuel costs, office consumable, etc.) but could include so called “basic operational
investments” such as communication and office equipment.
•
Investments must be cost-efficient: Quality goods should be purchased which do not
call for unaffordable running costs. Items and spare parts should be available on local
markets. Before large quantities of goods/equipment items are purchased, trial and test
purchases should be made to test gear under field conditions.
•
Link to conservation: QSMs will contribute to conservation needs and management of
the protected areas. Their needs are confirmed by existing management plans or other
planning documents (e.g. the chronicles of nature).
3. Objective of the intervention
3.1.

Overall branding

Good communications and professional branding are key to raise the image of the protected
areas system of Ukraine. Many countries have developed a joint corporate design for their
protected areas system to mainstream the communications work of the areas and also to
make the protected areas better recognized in the public.
Professional branding is the basis for better marketing of the areas, especially of natural
tourism destinations. It will also help to raise awareness of the parks towards the general
public but also decision makers. Good and professional branding will also raise the authority
of the parks.
The development of a professional branding strategy is proposed by this QSM. It will be an
important element for any further design and publication work by the Project but also for any
design and communications work by the MENR and protected areas. Overarching elements

such as a general and modern branding logo shall be established to underpin this new
approach.
3.2.

Signage System Design

The development of signage system is a prerequisite for a functioning protected area and
also critically important for protected areas in Ukraine as it provides different functions such
as
- informative;
- educational;
- guidance;
- warnings;
- delimitation and other.
The lack of a comprehensive and consistent signage system can provoke violation of
legislation on environmental protection, lead to disorientation of visitors, which in turn can
cause the destruction of nature and misconduct (kindling fire in inappropriate places, littering,
laying new paths when in the presence of defined ones).
A standardized signage system is also a way to create an unified and recognizable image
but also brand of protected areas, improving the overall appearance/outreach of territories
and providing simple advice/guidance to be followed by the administration and visitors.
Such a signage system should include detailed recommendations for the design of signage
system elements but also instructions for their installation (excluding engineering). In
particular, the recommendations on the number, size, elements, to prevent overloading of
protected areas and incorporating signage system harmoniously into nature.
In order to provide parks with binding guidance a consistent and comprehensive design
framework (similar to a corporate design) shall be developed by this QSM.
4. Expected results
4.1. the quantified deliverables
4.1.1. Overall branding
Items to be developed
Specifications

Type of goods
Brand naming

Quantity

Requirements for naming:
Some

In Ukrainian and English;
Short (2-3 words);
Associate with protected areas in
Ukraine, nature in generally, its
protection, importance etc.;
Motivating;
Easy to remember.
examples:

«Твоя

природа»,

1 item

«Природоохоронні
території
України»,
«Природа України». Contractor should
suggest 5 versions.
Slogan may be also suggested according to
the developed concept.
The developed version can be amendment up
to 3 times.
Brandbook

A4 format with suggested content:
- Contents
- Introduction (brand message, key values,
brand naming etc.)
- Logo guide (logo usage, clear space,
scaling, do’s and don’ts, multiple
partnership use of logo etc.)
- Colour palette
- Typography
- Texture
- Photography
- Guidance for letterhead/press-release
design including a template
- Guidance for ppt presentation design
including a template
- Guidance for a business card design with
a template
- Guidance for a folder design with a
template
- Guidance for a poster design with a 1 item
template
- Guidance for informative banner design
with a template
- Guidance for publications
- Guidance for exhibition materials/products
design with layouts
- Guidance for envelope design with a
template
- Guidance for car stickers design with a
template
- Guidance for infographics design with 3
templates
- Guidance for promotional products design
- Guidance for website design with a layout
- Overview with examples
- Further Information
- Contacts
- Glossary
Logo

guide

should

be

also

provided

Overall logo design

Guidance for parks
design with a template

Colour palette

Typography

separately in pdf.
The developed version can be amendment up
to 3 times.
The logo should be simple and represent
protected areas of Ukraine, to be eyecatching, easy to recognize, associating with
incredible Ukrainian natural richness and its
value, motivate people to appreciate nature
and enjoy it.
Size: the logo has to look easy to recognize
and be legible/usable at all sizes.
Colours: natural shadows of green, brown and
grey. The logo must also come in black and
white, grayscale, and two colours.
Typography: original font (avoid using
common fonts), should be legible when
scaled, better to use one font.
Can be icon and/or name based (using
developed brand naming by contractor). The
logo should contain elements that might be
used in different parks logos development so
the whole brand could be recognized (please
see annex 2 for examples).
5
versions
to
be
developed, after
consideration one will be chosen. The
selected version can be amendment up to 3
times.
logo Recognizable brand elements that should be
used when developing/restyling individual
logo of particular park, including size, colours,
typography and other recommendations, and
examples of successful and unsuccessful
design. Guidance should include a template
for logo development.
3
versions
to
be
developed,
after
consideration one will be chosen.
The developed version can be amendment up
to 3 times.
2-4 primary colour tones, preferably natural
shadows of green, brown and grey can be
used.
The developed version can be amendment up
to 3 times.
Original font (avoid using common styles),
should be legible when scaled, better to use
one font.
3 versions to be provided, 1 will be selected.
The selected version can be amendment up

1 item

1 item

1 set

1 item

Guidance for
letterhead/press-release
design including a template

Guidance
for
ppt
presentation design including
a template

Guidance for a business card
design with a template

Guidance for a folder design
with a template

to 3 times.
Recognizable brand elements that should be
used when developing individual park
letterhead/press-release, including colours,
typography, logos requirements (overall logo,
MENR logo, park logo) and other
recommendations. For a template: A4 format
with overall logo, MENR logo and space for
park logo on the top, and space for contacts
(phone number, email, website), and
examples of successful and unsuccessful
design. Visual elements may be used on the
page (using colours and typography
developed in brandbook).
3 versions to be provided for revision, 1 will
be selected. The selected version can be
amendment up to 3 times.
Recognizable brand elements that should be
used when developing individual park
presentation including colours, typography
and other recommendations (how to locate
text and pictures etc). Guidance should
include a template including initial and final
slide template, regular slide with logos (overall
logo, park logo and MENR) and slide number,
slide with picture(s) and text etc., and
examples of successful and unsuccessful
design. 3 versions to be provided for revision,
1 will be selected. The selected version can
be amendment up to 3 times.
Recognizable brand elements that should be
used when developing individual park
business cards, including colours, typography,
logos requirements (overall logo, MENR logo,
park logo) and other recommendations. For a
template: overall logo, MENR logo, space for
a park logo and contacts (name and surname,
position, 2 phone numbers, address, email,
website), using colours and typography
developed in the brandbook, and examples of
successful and unsuccessful design.
3 versions to be provided for revision, 1 will
be selected. The selected version can be
amendment up to 3 times.
Recognizable brand elements that should be
used when developing individual park folder
design, including colours, typography, logos
requirements (overall logo, MENR logo, park

1 item

1 item

1 item

1 item

Guidance for a poster design
with a template

Guidance for informative
banner
design
with
a
template

Guidance for publications

Guidance
for
exhibition
materials/products
design
with layouts

logo) and other recommendations. For a
template: A4 format with overall logo, MENR
logo, a space for particular park logo and
contacts on cover page and a space for short
information inside on the left side, and
examples of successful and unsuccessful
design. Some visual elements may be used
using colours and typography developed in
brandbook.
3 versions to be provided for revision, 1 will
be selected. The selected version can be
amendment up to 3 times.
Recognizable brand elements that should be
used when developing individual park poster
including colours, typography and other
recommendations. For a template: A3 format
with a possibility to scale, with overall logo,
MENR logo, a space for particular park logo,
contacts, pictures, text etc., and examples of
successful and unsuccessful design.
3 versions to be provided for revision, 1 will
be selected. The selected version can be
amendment up to 3 times.
Recognizable brand elements that should be
used when developing individual park banner
including colours, typography and other
recommendations. Guidance should include a
template (120X200 centimeters with a
possibility to scale) with overall logo, MENR
logo, a space for particular park logo and
contacts, pictures, text etc., and examples of
successful and unsuccessful design.
3 versions to be provided for revision, 1 will
be selected. The selected version can be
amendment up to 3 times.
Recognizable brand elements that should be
used when developing individual park
publication (flyer, newsletter, article etc.)
including colours, typography and other
recommendations
(positioning
of
text,
pictures, titles etc), providing examples of
successful and unsuccessful design.
3 versions to be provided for revision, 1 will
be selected. The developed version can be
amendment up to 3 times.
Recognizable brand elements that should be
used when developing design of particular
park exhibition materials/products, including

1 item

1 item

1 item

1 item

colours, typography, logos (overall logo,
MENR logo, particular park logo), other
recommendations
(positioning
of
text,
pictures, titles etc), layouts of basic set:
exhibition stand, presentation stand, flyer,
brochure, small presents for visitors, etc., and
examples of successful and unsuccessful
design.
3 versions to be provided for revision, 1 will
be selected. The developed version can be
amendment up to 3 times.
Guidance
for
envelope Recognizable brand elements that should be
design with a template
used when developing design of particular
park envelope, including colours, typography,
general recommendations and examples of
successful and unsuccessful design.
For a template: overall logo, MENR logo,
space for particular park logo and contacts
(using colours and typography developed in
brandbook).

1 item

3 versions to be provided for revision, 1 will
be selected. The selected version can be
amendment up to 3 times.
Guidance for car stickers Recognizable brand elements that should be
design with a template
used when developing design of particular
park
car
stickers,
including
colours,
typography, general recommendations and
examples of successful and unsuccessful
design.
For a template: overall logo, MENR logo,
particular park logo and other elements – 1 item
such as a slogan or the name of the park,
using colours and typography developed in
brandbook. Different sizes should be
developed to be placed on the back, doors or
hood of the car. 3 versions to be provided for
revision, 1 will be selected. The selected
version can be amendment up to 3 times.
Guidance for infographics Recognizable brand elements that should be
design with 3 templates
used when developing individual park
infographic including colours, typography,
general recommendations and examples of
successful and unsuccessful design.
1 item
Guidance should include 3 templates for
different types of infographic: structure based,
figures based and mixed based (text, figures,
pictograms etc). Templates should contain

overall logo, MENR logo, space for a
particular park logo. 3 versions of each
template to be provided for revision. The
selected version can be amendment up to 3
times.
Guidance for promotional Recognizable brand elements that should be
products design
used when developing promotional products
design (for instance, T-shirts, caps, fleece
jackets, cups, pens etc.) including colours,
typography, logos (overall logo, MENR logo,
particular
park
logo)
and
other
recommendations.
1 item
Guidance should include layouts of a T-shirt,
a cap, a fleece jacket, a cup and a pen design
in 3 versions, showing examples of successful
and unsuccessful design.
The selected version can be amendment up
to 3 times.
Guidance for website design Recognizable brand elements that should be
with a layout
used when developing overall website and
particular park website including colours,
typography and other recommendations.
Guidance should include a layout of main
1 item
page with suggested structure and examples
of successful and unsuccessful design. 3
versions of each template to be provided for
revision. The selected version can be
amendment up to 3 times.
4.1.2.

Signage System Design

Items to be developed
Important:
The design shall be developed in a way that the difference of the following categories of
protected areas:
-

Nature Reserves;

-

National Nature Parks

-

Biosphere Reserves

-

Protected Areas

-

Regional Landscape Parks

-

Natural Monuments

-

«Zakazniky»

-

Reserved tracts

is recognized but also the difference of the design is not differentiating them too much.

Specifications

Types of goods
Design of entrance stele

Quantity

On the stele should be indicated:
-

the established
territory;

name

of

the

-

submission and category;

-

PAs overall logo, logo of particular
PA, logo of MENR

-

necessary official text and symbols
(state emblem and the inscription
"Ukraine", the name of the
ministry, department or agency, by
which the PA is administrated,
etc.).

The design should be based on the
separately developed corporate design for
PAs.
The design shall be developed in a way that
the difference of the following categories of
protected areas:
-

Nature Reserves;

-

National Nature Parks

-

Biosphere Reserves

-

Protected Areas

-

Regional Landscape Parks

-

Natural Monuments

-

«Zakazniky»

-

Reserved tracts

1 item

is recognized but also the difference of the
design is not differentiating them too much.
The supplier must provide at least 3 options of
design, featuring also dimensions, content
and materials from which it shall be made
(preferably most natural materials), taking into
account international experience. Customer
may request up to 3 changes to the selected
option.
Design of PA administration On the official signboard should be indicated:
official signboard
- inscription “Administration”;
- the established name of the territory,
submission and category;
- PAs overall logo, logo of particular PA,
logo of MENR

1 item

- necessary official text and symbols
(state emblem and the inscription
"Ukraine", the name of the ministry,
department or agency, by which the
PA is administrated, etc.).
The design should be based on the
separately developed corporate design for
PAs.
The supplier must provide at least 3 options of
design, including dimensions, content and
materials from which it can be made
(preferably most natural materials), taking into
account international experience. Customer
may request up to 3 changes to the selected
option.
Design of visitor
official signboard

center On the official signboard should be indicated:
-

inscription “Visitor center”;

-

the established name of the territory,
submission, category;

-

PAs overall logo, logo of particular PA,
logo of MENR

-

necessary official text and symbols (state
emblem and the inscription "Ukraine", the
name of the ministry, department or
agency, by which the PA is administrated,
etc.).

1 item

The design should be based on developed
corporate design for PAs.

Design of
signboards

other

The supplier must provide at least 3 options of
design, including dimensions, content and
materials from which it can be made
(preferably most natural materials), taking into
account international experience. Customer
may request up to 3 changes to the selected
option.
official On the official signboard should be indicated:
-

a placeholder for the name of the object
(“Museum of nature”, for instance);

-

the established name of the territory,
submission, category;

-

the PAs overall logo, logo of particular PA,
logo of MENR

-

necessary official text and symbols (state
emblem and the inscription "Ukraine", the
name of the ministry, department or
agency, by which the PA is administrated,
etc.).

The design should be based on developed

1 item

corporate design for PAs.
The supplier must provide at least 3 options of
design, including dimensions, content and
materials from which it can be made
(preferably most natural materials), taking into
account international experience. Customer
may request up to 3 changes to the selected
option.
Design of
system

the

pictograms Required icons:
-

conservation area
protected area
administration
visitor center
picnic area
trash bin
WC
hunting is prohibited
fishing is prohibited
littering is prohibited
dog walking prohibited/permitted
kindling fire prohibited/permitted
forbidden to pluck flowers
forbidden to cut trees
prohibited/permitted to feed the
animals
prohibited/permitted to swim
prohibited/permitted parking
passage prohibited
transit prohibited
do not touch
poisonous mushrooms
poisonous berries
attention mites
camping
phone
filling station
apiary – entrance under administration
permission
rocks
caves
waterfalls
mineral spring
historical and architectural sites
a place to sleep
a place for bivouac
nursery
medicaid
bicycle route
hiking trail
walking trail
driving directions
car/pedestrian route
route for people with disabilities
equestrian trail

1 item

-

ecological trail
wi-fi
other possible icons for PAs

The design should be based on developed
corporate design for PAs.
The supplier must provide at least 3 options of
design, including dimensions, content and
materials from which it can be made
(preferably most natural materials), taking into
account international experience. Customer
may request up to 3 changes to the selected
option.
Design of general information On the information board should be indicated:
board
- the site map with key points, routes;
-

brief information about park and/or the
issue for which the sign board is
established,

-

rules/placeholders for the use of icons

-

important information

-

administration contacts

-

overall PAs logo, logo of particular
territory, logo MENR

-

etc.

1 item

The design should be based on developed
corporate design for PAs.
The supplier must provide at least 3 options of
design,
including
dimensions,
content
requirement’s (use and positioning of text,
pictures ect.) and materials from which it can
be made (preferably most natural materials),
taking into account international experience.
Customer may request up to 3 changes to the
selected option.
Design of information board On the information board should be indicated:
near a visit center
- site map with key points, routes;
-

brief information about park or other
relevant information;

-

list of services provided by the visit
center;

-

rules / placeholders for the use of
icons;

-

important information;

-

administration contacts;

-

overall PAs logo, logo of particular
territory, logo MENR etc.

1 item

The design should be based on the
separately developed corporate design for
PAs.
The supplier must provide at least 3 options of
design,
including
dimensions,
content
requirements (use and positioning of text,
pictures etc.) and materials from which it can
be made (preferably most natural materials),
taking into account international experience.
Customer may request up to 3 changes to the
selected option.
Design
of
a
demarcation sign

boundary On the sign should be indicated:
-

the established name of the territory;

-

submission and category;

-

main conservation regulations;

-

etc.

The design should be based on developed
corporate design for PAs.
In the instruction should be stated that this
sign has to be installed at the borders of the
PA.

1 item

The supplier must provide at least 3 options of
design, including dimensions, content and
materials from which it can be made
(preferably most natural materials), taking into
account international experience. Customer
may request up to 3 changes to the selected
option.
Design for functional zones Information board indicating the PA functional
zone:
division
-

a conservation area,
an economic area,
controlled recreation area,
an area of stationary recreation,
protected area etc.

The table must also indicate an official name
of the PA, affiliation, category, other
necessary official information, overall PAs
logo, logo of particular territory, MENR logo.
The design should be based on developed
corporate design for PAs.
The supplier must provide at least 3 options of
design, including dimensions, content and
materials from which it can be made
(preferably most natural materials), taking into
account international experience. Customer

1 item

may request up to 3 changes to the selected
option.
Design of an information On the information board should be indicated:
board near recreational site
- brief information about the recreational
site with its pictures, trails, rules,
emergency contacts;
-

overall PAs logo, logo of particular
territory, logo MENR etc.

The design should be based on developed
corporate design for PAs.

1 item

The supplier must provide at least 3 options of
design,
including
dimensions,
content
requirements (use and positioning of text,
pictures etc.) and materials from which it can
be made (preferably most natural materials),
taking into account international experience.
Customer may request up to 3 changes to the
selected option.
Design of guidance signs on On the sign should indicated:
trails
- the name of the route;
-

possible method of transportation
(bicycle,
pedestrian,
car,
etc.),
guidance arrow;

-

the distance to the end point in
kilometers (hours);

-

overall PAs logo, logo of particular
territory, MENR logo;

-

QR-code with a link to a detailed
information about route etc.

1 item

The design should be based on developed
corporate design for PAs.
The supplier must provide at least 3 options of
design, including dimensions, content and
materials from which it can be made
(preferably most natural materials), taking into
account international experience. Customer
may request up to 3 changes to the selected
option.
Design of information board On the information board should be indicated:
“You are here”
- the site map with key points with
indicating point of actual location of a
visitor;
-

brief information about the route with
pictures;

-

rules with icons;

-

emergency contacts;

1 item

-

overall PAs logo, logo of particular
territory, logo MENR etc.

The design should be based on developed
corporate design for PAs.
The supplier must provide at least 3 options of
design, including dimensions, content and
materials from which it can be made
(preferably most natural materials), taking into
account international experience. Customer
may request up to 3 changes to the selected
option.
Design of infrastructure signs

Signs should provide information
infrastructural points such as:
- parking,
- camping,
- WC,
- visit center etc.

about

using recognizable icons, pointing the
direction to the object and distance in
kilometers, overall PAs logo, logo of particular
territory, MENR logo etc.

1 item

The design should be based on developed
corporate design for PAs.
The supplier must provide at least 3 options of
design, including dimensions, content and
materials from which it can be made
(preferably most natural materials), taking into
account international experience. Customer
may request up to 3 changes to the selected
option.
4.2. the qualified deliverables
•

All items (source files in vector) should be provided in 2 versions: for professional
users (in specialized format) and for general users in a simple format (please
propose a simple program that can be easily used by anyone). Developed items
in stated above versions must be delivered to the Lviv, 70 Shevchenka str., apt 1
on a memory stick, together with 3 hard copies of printed brandbooks in color.
Digital versions should be also uploaded to a secure file sharing website with
provision of a link for downloading to mysak@snpa.in.ua.

•

Two types of workshops should be organized by the contractor in order to present
the work, collect feedbacks, incorporate changes and approve it:
o

4 one day meetings with MENR and Project representatives at MENR
premises (15 people). Coffee breaks (every 2-3 hours) should be provided

with basic set (coffee, tea, snacks, sugar, necessary dishes etc.).
Depending on the duration of the workshop lunch must be arranged (for
15 people). Contractor should make a presentation of conducted work and
results and collect feedbacks. Each participant should receive a copy of
presented materials (approx. 15 copies will be required but this figure
should be clarified closer to the meetings). Technical equipment (projector,
screen, computer etc.) should be ensured by contractor. All travelling and
living costs of participants (if needed) should be included in the proposal
and covered by contractor (Project team (approx. 2 people but this figure
should be clarified closer to the meetings) travelling and living costs
should not be included). Developed documents with incorporated changes
should be approved on the last meeting.
o

•

1 day workshop with selected parks representatives (15 people) preferably
at one of the parks premises located in the central part of Ukraine. Coffee
breaks (every 2-3 hours) should be provided with basic set (coffee, tea,
snacks, sugar, necessary dishes etc.). Lunch and dinner must be
arranged. Contractor should make a presentation of conducted work and
results and collect feedbacks. Each participant should receive a copy of
presented materials (approx. 15 copies will be required but this figure
should be clarified closer to the meetings). Technical equipment (projector,
screen, computer etc.) should be ensured by contractor. All travelling and
living costs of participants (approx. for 13 people but this figure should be
clarified closer to the meetings, for calculation please assume that
participants will come proportionally from different parts of Ukraine, for
instance, 3 from Western Ukraine, 3 from Eastern Ukraine, 3 from
Northern Ukraine, 3 from Southern Ukraine and 3 from Central Ukraine)
should be included in the proposal and covered by contractor (Project
team (approx. 2 people but this figure should be clarified closer to the
meetings) travelling and living costs should not be included). Developed
documents with incorporated changes should be approved on the last
meeting.

General requirements for the design of signage system:
- Information on the signage elements should be provided in Ukrainian and
English;
- Information should be presented in the most clear and concise format using
maps, infographics, icons etc;
- If applicable, signage elements / sign posts should contain QR-code with a link
to a more detailed information about the objects of PAs;
- A signage system design should include clear specific guidance for every
element: precise dimensions, content requirements (the use and positioning of
text, pictures etc.) and materials of which it can be produced;
- The design of signage elements should be based on the separately established
corporate design developed for PAs.
- The developed of a signage system should include clear requirements and
instructions for the sizes of boards and signs, height on which they should be
installed, materials that should be used to produce them considering the sizes

and weight of signage elements and possible natural conditions (continuous
rainfall, direct sunlight, frost, strong wind etc.) and parameters of installation
elements (pillars etc.).
- The design should also include instructions to the use, positioning, sizes of
content on the boards and signs: text, illustrations, pictograms etc.
•

Please also include unforeseen design up to 10% of total amount of proposal into
price quotation.

5. Preliminary execution calendar
Tasks

year
J

F

M

A

M

J

J

A

S

O

N

D

1. Development of required items
2. Meetings with the MENR
representatives for feedback
collection
3. Workshop with PAs
representatives
4. Final work delivery
Duration of the execution contract is 5 months from the contract commencement date.
6. The minimum qualifications of the service provider to be mobilised
The service provider can be the relevant Ukrainian company with significant field of
experience (minimum 3 years) in the required sectors of corporate design. Experience in
nature protection field is an advantage. Portfolio with min 3 examples of relevant previous
projects is required.
The staff of the service provider should include experienced (min 3 years) graphic designer
and a specialist with skills and experience working with brand development.

Annex 2. Logo examples
Overall logo for Nature Parks in Germany with logos for all parks, developed using common
style, changing colours

(source: EUROPARC Deutschland)

Overall logo for Hungarian National Parks and developed parks logo using key elements

(source: http://hungariannationalparks.hu/)

Annex 3
Examples of signage objects:
1. Entrance stele (source: National park service)

(source: National park service)
2. Information board near recreational site/object and general information board

(source: http://enlightphoto.com, http://www.skiresort.info)
3. Guidance signs on trails:

(source: http://www.glacierhikers.com, http://signmastersfl.com)
4. Infrastructure signs, guidance and pictograms

(source: www.pinterest.com, http://people.southwestern.edu)

